
This collection considers what it means to be a queer nonbinary daughter in search of 
mother and myth as refuges. Inhabiting and breaking inherited forms like the sonnet, 
the speaker rewrites mythology to find new possibilities of queer transformation within 
inherited traditions—in which bodies not only change to trees and deer to escape 
the cishet male gaze, but also break the gaze itself. Intimate lyrics chart the interior 
landscape of the speaker’s asexuality and aromanticism and explore the queered 
nuances of body and of platonic friendships. In the process, the book explores the 
mother wound of how these myths are inherited and what it means to create a new story, 
a new vocabulary, a new kind of breaking.

!

One could certainly say that Kelly Weber’s debut collection, We Are Changed to Deer at the Broken 
Place, depicts a non-binary experience that does not receive nearly enough representation in 
the literary landscape. While such an assertion would be factual, this kind of reading would 
underestimate Weber’s poetic gifts and the full range of the philosophical implications for her 
work. Weber writes, “What pulls a woman like me / out here alone, they want to know?” As she 
teases out possible answers to this question, Weber reveals—with remarkable lyricism and grace—
the danger, richness, and multiplicity housed within solitary experience and within the individual 
subject. Adriana Cavererro, the famed scholar of vocal expression, once noted that thought itself is 
a collective endeavor, made possible by a shared cultural imagination. Weber reveals self as world, 
self as community in poems that situate an inherited tradition in conversation with postmodern 
innovation and undertheorized, urgently important concepts of identity. "is is an unforgettable 
#rst book.
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“The irony of Kelly Weber’s brilliant first book of poetry is how sexy each sentence feels pressed to tongue. This is 
a book obsessed with sound, with the haunting creak of animals breaking through human bodies, canter and flight. 
Sex is everywhere in this book, and romance, too. And yet the lived experience Weber captures is Aroace Girl, 
aromantic and asexual, attached to the natural world but refusing expected couplings. She slithers, untethered; she 
claws, shoots, bleeds in a landscape described with such heartbreakingly beautiful precision that we’re forced to 
question what sex is, anyway. What is a body without another body pressed against it, inside it, stealing its dreams? 
Who is this Aroace Girl who stands so confidently in the sights of the hunter, knowing she doesn’t need anything in 
her mouth but words, anything between her legs but an arrow she shoots from her thighs? She’s magic. This book is 
stunning, like nothing else, and so sure of its experience that it won’t be bullied or twisted into submitting to norms: 
of hetero, of couple, of labor. Every poem feels original, unsettling, starkly refusing to bend to the cishet world’s will. 
I listened to the body in wonder. I let words escape me again and again.”

—carol guess, author of girl zoo and doll studies: forensics

The staggering beauty of these poems lies in their ability to re-envision what the body, & a life, might be capable 
of. Weber deftly transforms experience into landscapes that the speaker can daughter, even desperately, as sky or a 
deer or struck iron, to be visible. The poems give shape and form to the concerns of asexuality and aromanticism, 
‘concluding asexuality is not a disorder / but a distinct orientation,’ as the speaker asks in different ways over the course of 
the collection, ‘how can I want / my skeleton to hold you / with softness I don’t have.’ The movement from ‘the 
entrance of the body’ to ‘beautiful’ might be perilous, yet it proves worthwhile, as is entering this stunning book, 
‘headwatered in these bodies of ours,’ where to enter means to allow language to translate dying into living into “a 
river too full to contain all this sky.”

—chelsea dingman, author of through a small ghost and thaw
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ASEXUAL
3   b: not having sexual feelings toward others : not experiencing 
sexual desire or attraction

AROMANTIC
having little or no romantic feeling toward others : experiencing 
little or no romantic desire or attraction

—merriam-webster.com
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WHAT THE WATER BRUISES INTO

And sometimes at night when I want to bed down in my mother’s bones again I return to that place when I was small, 
all my friends living luminous and afraid in their mothers’ houses, when the cop in sex ed class told us and if a girl says 
no but doesn’t pull away, resist her or she’ll try to accuse you of rape—when his hips bouquet pelvis and gun—when the room 
is filled with breath clenched in rib—when I step this close to the entrance of the body again, remember this like the 
story  my mother told me of the man who broke the wall with fist above her head, and I the egg lodging its tiny axe 
inside her—when again in the dark room they project the coarse-haired babies grown like deer children in the bellies 
of those who trespassed, the vaginas punished with disease; when we ask forgiveness and mothers turn away—when I 
swear I didn’t know this way back to binding my dangerous body again and here I am anyway, this rope of hair and 
ice around my wrists, kneeling before this law of white gravel, rattlesnakes hung on fences, flatirons’ canted breasts 
on the edge of glaciers’ work—when January is buried among the yearlings, when all you can think of, like me, is 
this testament of a single white bulb above your tongue finding a way to say what your love is made of, gasoline clear 
as daylight—then let this be something good; and if she says yes, praise her; and if she says no, praise her too; and if 
she’s followed home in the dark, let her find her way safe or open her mouth wide as night; let the language of prairie 
dropseed and little bluestem, in all their asexual beauty, give her the term for what she is before she knows; let her 
find again the truck sunk in the lake inside her, cross the vertebrae of ice in street, lock the bathroom door, lay down 
the god’s arrows carried so long, run hot water in the tub until clouds cover even the doe skull on the counter—and 
if you’re like me and reaching for mothers inside the wind, wanting someone to hold your body beautiful, then enter 
into the work this way—find your quiver, let your hand slide down to the place all life begins, touch with such praise 
what they taught you was trap: this slicked apse, this winter harnessed at the wide singing of these double-lipped doors, 
this dawn yawning black boning deep in your body, this ache of each knuckle circling faster and faster in your second 
mouth, spitting your name and cradling a whole new creature between your legs, crying clean and clear to the blue 
mountains ringed with snow, your own voice saying yes yes yes—
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GOLD SHYNESS (WITH LINES FROM ANNE CARSON)

I look at the target and men look 
at me. Every breathing cage

of ribs locked. How often have I been someone’s 
competition, aligned in this field?

Once I watched a man bury 
himself in a wooden coffin just to prove he could

hold his breath longer than the others. 
Thin lines of force coordinate

between arm, string, moon—frame 
to hang this burning on.

The figure is a triangle. In the bow, perfection 
of the tree killed to make it.

Young men swirl dead wasps in a jar 
and tell me it’s honey.

Oh the things I could 
sonnetize you with. My hips

a cow skull tipped upside down, spilling 
pink blossoms from the broken fossa.

I could line up all the holes in my days 
and shoot through them

but in the end all the men 
would be dead on the floor. No glamor in what’s easy.

You can name hunger whatever you want 
and still it won’t belong to you.
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I’ll dip the shaft in my own red, 
let its fletching strike the thin skin

over my radius and ulna on release: hunter’s bruise. 
Broken set of stitches across the cream

field before us, the arrow quivering in the eye 
of the bull, blood rising to meet it.
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ABSTINENCE

 I am one of the good girls. 
Boys come back to school with new rodeo buckles 
 and like any good girl I admire the hips 
circled in the silver hooves of bucking broncos. 
 I bleed discretely. I cry properly 
when a girl drowns in the dam’s lake. The boys winch a doe 
 out of the water and gut it, read the pink coil 
of viscera and plastic for a hint 
 of how many throats they’ll conquer. 
My mother tells to resist temptation 
 and I wonder which temptation she means, 
what allure a jawline holds for me. 
 Boys flick paper footballs at my face 
to see it hit with white 
 and I keep sewing a needle through my palm. 
Like the moth I am mistaken for helpless 
 and like the moth I orient by the light by another gravity. 
Sometimes boys drive out to fields to shoot 
 something living. I have no word for aroace. 
In the kitchen I wait at the door 
 for laughing fathers to swell the sky. 
My mother gave me a scorpion sealed under glass. 
 Something to teach me about learning to contain 
what is dangerous. 
 I press my palms to the window, following 
another storm blowing in: Durango, 
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 Telluride, Rifle, Creede, every name I give 
to knobs of my body. Everyone tethers their thrashing 
 to each other’s honey-dark pupils. 
Mothers use us as warning, point to bare shoulders, 
 drag us again before the altar. 
Try not to be seen. 
 Trust no one, even friends, who may betray 
me to men. When boys ask in class 
 if I want to hold hairy balls in my mouth, I bow my head 
until they can’t help but admire me. 
 The worst thing possible does not happen to me. 
I’m a good girl. I drive a nail into the wall 
 for each bit of iron I’ve distilled from blood 
threaded from my fingers. People think it’s a cross 
 but it’s my spine I’ve tacked above the bed. 
I resist eating a single seed of that red pomegranate 
 of my furious heart, or I might just throw over hell 
and clasp his bone crown to name myself queen. 
 I leave the window open too long at night. 
Winter rain cinches my navel silver.
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WHEN I LEARNED TO BE FOURTEEN

the first time I didn’t want to dance with him but I did anyway, linked 
arms around his sweaty neck, passing as best I could. the song ossified 
& broke on the coda. you love him the dancers said. no I wanted to say 
but rings filled my mouth. his mother saying you’d be so good for him 
I was shaking my head I want to be a huntress. he unfastened my pelvis & 
called it honey-lovely, cradled it gently beneath him, so I grew an aspen 
out of each hole, one single twin organism beating its clone-pluralled 
hearts. everyone said she’s young. he leaned to my mouth so I hardened 
my spit to fuck you. everyone said bitch. I ran. each time I stopped a man 
wanting to be something better clung to my body, thrust in and arched 
back until he split right through his skin, left his carapace dangling 
while he buried the song he grew in me below ground. I tried to be 
girl again each time, soften husk, but I had to snap a root, bleed a little 
more, peel bark from phalanges, leave a tongue in silence and spittle.  

take the bow that would’ve hunted, try to make a sternum of it. tensile 
enough not to break. the story repeats: all of us tree girls learned to 
be of : of rib, of run, of gaze, of gone, of pursuit, of shatter. spiled in 
a crowd, where everyone could see. he had a swan’s tender neck, he earned 
it. he shed his bull body to become a boy for me everyone said. he was golden 
showers of rain in mouth, soft enough to be owed something. one gave birth in 
sweet-sticky sap, bloodgold welling from her bulging side after hours 
to a baby that—shame, we said—cried only branches from its mouth. 
we’ve tried to still ourselves invisible. small light. zeroed on the mirror 
our breath, drawn words in it. men want our lips gasp-widened on glass 
& wreath us round their heads, tether us to fourteen here making us 
the hunter’s crown we’d have worn. self-named gods, they swagger, 
see ass, hear ace, know they can correct that, want girls on the cusp 
of beg & green, light locked so deep only they can harvest & haul it up. 


